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portable projection Screens

DreSS KitS for StAGeSCreen
GIVeS A proFeSSIonAl AppeArAnce  
to tHe StAGeScreen

FeAtureS
Create a polished theatre-like presentation 
with a StageScreen Dress Kit. Drapery 
curtains surround the viewing surface, 
pulling the audience’s focus to your 
presentation on the screen.

All Dress Kit fabrics are flame resistant, 
meeting fire safety codes, and now are 
available in Inherently Flame Retardant 
(IFR) Velour. In addition to framing your 
presentation, the velour curtains will hide 
projection equipment, shield projector 
light from the audience, and help hold back 
ambient light from entering the projection 
area. 

Like the StageScreen itself, the StageScreen 
Dress Kit is modular and universal for any size 
screen. Extendable wing bars and unique 
valance bars attach to the StageScreen’s 
viewing surface posts around the perimeter 
of the screen. The skirt utilizes DuraLoops™ 
on each end, in addition to revolutionary 
magnetic connectors built into the skirt for 
surprisingly fast and easy attachment.

Extendable wing bars adjust curtain level to 
the height of the screen or to the top of the 
valance. Valance bars can be used for any 
screen width. They simply attach every 18˝ 
to the top of the screen frame. The valance 
fabric and side curtains are equipped with 
the built-in DuraLoops.

A complete Dress Kit includes a 68˝ tall 
skirt, 14˝ tall valance and universal valance 
bars, and a pair of 32˝ wide side drapes and 
adjustable drapery bars. 

optIonS
• Fabric—13.4 oz. IFR velour (Inherently 

Flame Resistant Velour) is offered in black 
(standard), 16 oz or 20 oz Cotton Velour 
available upon request (Black or Navy)

• Carrying Case—A wheeled heavy-duty 
polyethylene carrying case is standard for 
all StageScreen Dress Kits.

Full details available at: 
www.draperinc.com/go/StageScreen.htm

Skirt partially attached.

Universal valance bars. Valance 
attaches with DuraLoops to top posts.

Skirt attached with DuraLoop and 
magnetic fasteners


